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Abstract

Distantly supervised (DS) relation extraction
(RE) has attracted much attention in the past
few years as it can utilize large-scale auto-
labeled data. However, its evaluation has long
been a problem: previous works either take
costly and inconsistent methods to manually
examine a small sample of model predictions,
or directly test models on auto-labeled data—
which, by our check, produce as much as 53%
wrong labels at the entity pair level in the
popular NYT10 dataset. This problem has
not only led to inaccurate evaluation, but also
made it hard to understand where we are and
what’s left to improve in the research of DS-
RE. To evaluate DS-RE models more credi-
bly, we build manually-annotated test sets for
two DS-RE datasets, NYT10 and Wiki20, and
thoroughly evaluate several competitive mod-
els, especially the latest pre-trained ones. The
experimental results show that the manual eval-
uation can indicate very different conclusions
from automatic ones, especially some unex-
pected observations, e.g., pre-trained models
can achieve dominating performance while be-
ing more susceptible to false-positives com-
pared with previous methods. We hope that
both our manual test sets and observations can
help advance future DS-RE research.1

1 Introduction

Relation extraction (RE) aims at extracting rela-
tional facts between entities from the text. One
crucial challenge for building an effective RE sys-
tem is how to obtain sufficient annotated data. To
tackle this problem, Mintz et al. (2009) propose
distant supervision (DS) to generate large-scale
auto-labeled data by aligning relational facts in
knowledge graphs (KGs) to text corpora, with the

*Corresponding author e-mail: liuzy@tsinghua.edu.cn
1Our code and data are publicly available at https://

github.com/thunlp/opennre.
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Figure 1: Typical errors made by DS evaluation. In the
figure, DS labels the bag with only the relation CEO,
while none of the sentences express the relation. Also,
it misses a correct relation shareholder due to the
incompleteness of the knowledge graphs.

core assumption that one sentence mentioning two
entities is likely to express the relational facts be-
tween the two entities from KGs.

As DS can bring hundreds of thousands of auto-
labeled training instances for RE without any hu-
man labor, DS-RE has been widely explored in
the past few years (Riedel et al., 2010; Hoffmann
et al., 2011; Zeng et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016;
Feng et al., 2018; Vashishth et al., 2018) and has
also been widely extended to other related domains,
such as biomedical information extraction (Peng
et al., 2017; Quirk and Poon, 2017) and question
answering (Bordes et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2017).

Although DS-RE has achieved great success, we
identify one severe problem for the current DS-
RE research—its evaluation. Existing works usu-
ally take two kinds of evaluation methods follow-
ing Mintz et al. (2009): held-out evaluation, which
directly uses DS-generated test data to approximate
the trend of model performance, and human evalu-
ation, which manually checks the most confident
relational facts predicted by DS-RE models. Since
manually checking is costly, most works with hu-
man evaluation only examine a small proportion
of the predictions. Moreover, different works may
sample different splits of data, making human eval-
uation inconsistent across the literature. Most re-
cent studies even skip the human evaluation for the
above factors and only take the held-out one.

https://github.com/thunlp/opennre
https://github.com/thunlp/opennre
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However, the held-out evaluation can be quite
noisy: there are many false-positive cases, where
the sentences do not express the auto-labeled rela-
tions at all; besides, due to the incompleteness of
KGs, DS may miss some relations, just as shown
in Figure 1. After checking 9, 744 sentences in the
held-out set of NYT10 (Riedel et al., 2010), the
most popular DS-RE dataset, we found that about
53% of the entity pairs are wrongly labeled, em-
phasizing the need for a more accurate evaluation.

To make DS-RE evaluation more credible and
alleviate the trouble of manual checking for later
work, we build human-labeled test sets for two
DS-RE datasets: NYT10 (Riedel et al., 2010) and
Wiki20 (Han et al., 2020). For NYT10, we manu-
ally annotate sentences with positive DS relations
in its held-out test set. We also use a fine-tuned
BERT-based (Devlin et al., 2019) RE model to
predict all “N/A” (not applicable) sentences, and
manually label the top 5, 000 sentences scored as
having a relation. Additionally, we merge some
unreasonably split relations and reduce the number
of relation types from 53 to 25. For Wiki20 dataset,
we utilize both the relation ontology and human-
labeled instances of an existing supervised dataset
Wiki80 (Han et al., 2019) for the test, and then
re-organize the DS training data accordingly.

Based on the newly-constructed benchmarks, we
carry out a thorough evaluation of existing DS-
RE methods, as well as incorporating recently ad-
vanced pre-trained models like BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019). We found that our manually-annotated test
sets can indicate very different conclusions from
the held-out one, especially with some surprising
observations: (1) although pre-trained models lead
to large improvements, they also suffer from false-
positives more severely, probably due to the pre-
encoded knowledge they have (Petroni et al., 2019);
(2) existing DS-RE denoising strategies that have
been proved to be effective generally do not work
for pre-trained models, suggesting more efforts
needed for DS-RE in the era of pre-training. To
conclude, our main contributions in this work are:

• We provide large human-labeled test sets for two
DS-RE benchmarks, making it possible for later
work to evaluate in an accurate and efficient way.

• We thoroughly study previous DS-RE methods
using both held-out and human-labeled test sets,
and find that human-labeled data can reveal in-
consistent results compared to the held-out ones.

• We discuss some novel and important observa-

tions revealed by manual evaluation, especially
with respect to pre-trained models, which calls
for more research in these directions.

2 Related Work

Relation extraction is an important NLP task and
has gone through significant development in the
past decades. In the early days, RE models mainly
take statistical approaches, such as pattern-based
methods (Huffman, 1995; Califf and Mooney,
1997), feature-based methods (Kambhatla, 2004;
Zhou et al., 2005), graphical methods (Roth and
Yih, 2002), etc. With the increasing computing
power and the development of deep learning, neu-
ral RE methods have shown a great success (Liu
et al., 2013; Zeng et al., 2014; Zhang and Wang,
2015; Zhang et al., 2017). Recently, pre-trained
models like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) have dom-
inated various NLP benchmarks, including those
in RE (Baldini Soares et al., 2019; Zhang et al.,
2019b). All these RE methods focus on training
models in a supervised setting and require large-
scale sufficient human-annotated data.

To generate large-scale auto-labeled data with-
out human effort, Mintz et al. (2009) first use DS to
label sentences mentioning two entities with their
relations in KGs, which inevitably brings wrongly
labeled instances. To handle the noise problem,
Riedel et al. (2010); Hoffmann et al. (2011); Sur-
deanu et al. (2012) apply multi-instance multi-label
training in DS-RE. Following their settings, later
research mainly takes on two paths: one aims
at selecting informative sentences from the noisy
dataset, using heuristics (Zeng et al., 2015), at-
tention mechanisms (Lin et al., 2016; Han et al.,
2018c; Zhu et al., 2019), adversarial training (Wu
et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018; Han et al., 2018a),
and reinforcement learning (Feng et al., 2018; Qin
et al., 2018); the other incorporates external in-
formation like KGs (Ji et al., 2017; Han et al.,
2018b; Zhang et al., 2019a; Hu et al., 2019), multi-
lingual corpora (Verga et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2017;
Wang et al., 2018), as well as relation ontology
and aliases (Vashishth et al., 2018). Recently, pre-
trained DS-RE models have also been explored,
including both domain-general (Alt et al., 2019;
Xiao et al., 2020) and domain-specific (Amin et al.,
2020) models. Some other latest works (Peng et al.,
2020) utilize DS data for intermediate pre-training
in order to boost supervised RE tasks.

As mentioned in our introduction, the evalua-
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Dataset #rel Train Validation Test
#facts #sents N/A #facts #sents N/A #facts #sents N/A

NYT10† 53 18,409 522,611 74% - - - 1,950 172,448 96%
NYT10 25 17,137 417,893 80% 4,062 46,422 80% 3,899 9,744 32%

(1,940) (157,859) (96%)

Wiki20† 454 203,176 1,050,246 48% 4,333 29,145 48% 4,333 28,897 48%
Wiki20 81 157,740 698,721 59% 17,485 64,607 73% 56,000 137,986 25%

Table 1: The statistics of the datasets used for our benchmarks, including both the original (†) and our modified
versions. We list the numbers of relations (#rel), relational facts (#facts) and sentences (#sents), and N/A rate (N/A)
for these datasets. For NYT10, numbers in brackets are for the held-out test, otherwise for bag-level manual test.

tion of DS-RE has long been a problem, especially
since many existing methods solely rely on auto-
labeled test data. Some preliminaries have noticed
this problem: Jiang et al. (2018); Zhu et al. (2020)
also annotate the test set of NYT10, yet Jiang et al.
(2018) only sample 2, 040 sentences from it, and
Zhu et al. (2020) discard all N/A data from DS,
which are an important part of DS evaluation, and
assume that the original held-out data have either
the DS relations or no relation at all, while we find
that a large proportion of held-out data actually ex-
press some other relations; Li et al. (2020) propose
active testing, an iterative method to correct the
bias of DS evaluation. However, it still requires
consistent human efforts during each evaluation
phase. To the best of our knowledge, our work,
building benchmarks with large-scale manually-
labeled test data, conducts the most comprehensive
human evaluations of DS-RE methods so far.

3 DS-RE Datasets

In this section, we introduce the way we build the
manually-annotated test sets for NYT10 (Riedel
et al., 2013) and Wiki20 (Han et al., 2020). We
show the statistics of these datasets in Table 1.

3.1 NYT10 Dataset

NYT10 is constructed by aligning facts from the
FreeBase (Bollacker et al., 2008) with the New
York Times (NYT) corpus (Sandhaus, 2008). The
original NYT10 dataset contains 53 relations (in-
cluding N/A). After thoroughly examining the
dataset, we found that (1) there are many dupli-
cate instances in the dataset, (2) there is no public
validation set, and some previous works directly
take the test set to tune the model, and (3) the re-
lation ontology is not reasonable for an RE task.
Therefore, we first clean the dataset by removing
duplicate sentences, split a validation set, and then
merge some of the relations as described below.

A New Relation Ontology One example of
NYT10’s improper relation ontology is the rela-
tions related to state/province capitals. There are 12
such relations in the original dataset, representing
region capitals of different countries, while some
of these relations even do not have instances in the
test set. We merge these 12 relations as one unified
relation /location/region/capital, and
we also merge 3 relations related to organization
locations as /business/location. Besides,
we delete relations that only show up in either the
training set or the test set (most of which have very
few sentences). In the end, we get 25 relations in
the new dataset. We provide the detailed relation
list of the new dataset in Appendix A.

Interestingly, we found that training models with
the new dataset leads to a slight performance de-
generation, as shown in Table 2, which is counter-
intuitive (since merging classes usually makes the
task easier). We suspect that the original relation
ontology provides heuristics for the model. For
example, models can learn from the original on-
tology that every sentence with a “US state” as
the head entity expresses the fine-grained relation
/location/us state/capital, which is a
shortcut that cannot be acquired with the merged
relation /location/region/capital. This
shows the bias of the original NYT10 dataset being
inappropriately exploited by models.

Annotated Test Set The original NYT10 dataset
only provides an auto-labeled test set for the held-
out evaluation. Based on the original test set, we
manually annotate all sentences that have a positive
DS label. In addition to that, we also fine-tune a
BERT model (as described in §4.2) to predict the
relations of all sentences originally labeled as N/A,
and annotate the 5, 000 sentences with the highest
predicted scores of non-N/A relations. For each
sentence, we ask 4 annotators to decide whether
it expresses one or more relations among 25 rela-
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Model Original New
AUC F1 AUC F1

PCNN+bag+AVG 31.8 38.6 28.4 35.8
PCNN+bag+ATT 33.6 40.2 32.2 39.1

Table 2: AUC and micro F1 (%) of model predictions
on the original NYT10 relation ontology and our new
NYT10 relation ontology (using held-out test).

tions. Note that one sentence may have multiple
relations. Specially, we do not provide any relation
suggestions using DS labels or model predictions
to annotators, in order to avoid the annotators being
biased by the external information.

When aggregating the final annotation results,
we consider each relation for each sentence inde-
pendently. The sentence is regarded to express one
relation if more than half of the annotators labeled
it with this relation. If one sentence gets no votes
for any positive relations in the above process, then
it is labeled as N/A. For annotation conflicts (i.e.,
no candidate relation gets more than half votes),
the authors manually annotate these sentences.

Finally, we obtain the human-labeled test set
with 9, 744 sentences, 32% of which are N/A in-
stances. It contains 5, 174 entity pairs and 3, 899
manually-verified relational facts in total. After
comparing it with the corresponding original DS-
generated labels, we found that at the fact level, the
DS annotations only have a precision of 69.1% and
a recall of 33.9%. At the entity pair level, the accu-
racy of DS labels is only 47.1%. This emphasizes
the need to take the human-annotated test set for
more accurate evaluation in DS-RE.

3.2 Wiki20 Dataset

Han et al. (2020) construct the Wiki20 dataset by
aligning the English Wikipedia corpus with Wiki-
data (Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014). To provide
an annotated test set for it, we utilize Wiki80 (Han
et al., 2019), a supervised RE dataset with 80 re-
lations from Wikidata. We re-organize Wiki20 by
adopting the same relation ontology as Wiki80 and
re-splitting the train/validation/test sets, while tak-
ing sentences in Wiki80 as the test set. We make
sure that there is no overlap of entity pairs among
the three splits, to avoid any information leakage.

Note that Wiki20 is quite different from NYT10:
NYT10 labels a sentence as “N/A” if the entity pair
in the sentence does not have a relation in the KG.
On the contrary, Wiki20 labels entity pairs with a
relation outside its relation ontology as “N/A”. In

Sentence encoder
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Figure 2: An illustration for a typical multi-instance
multi-label (bag-level) model. The model aims to pre-
dict relation probabilities for entity pairs, instead of sen-
tences, which is usually accomplished by aggregating
a bag representation and doing classification over it.

other words, “N/A” instances in Wiki20 express
unknown relations instead of no relation.

4 DS-RE Models

In this section, we elaborate the multi-instance
multi-label framework for DS-RE, and introduce
models we evaluate, including both previous meth-
ods and the latest pre-trained ones.

4.1 Multi-instance Multi-label Evaluation
Unlike the supervised RE tasks which usually eval-
uate models at the sentence level, DS-RE evaluates
how well models can extract relational facts from
the corpus, i.e. measuring the precision and recall
of extracted relational facts (a fact is an entity pair
and a relation between them). It is named as multi-
instance multi-label, since each entity pair might
be mentioned in multiple sentences, and one entity
pair can have more than one relation. Under the
framework, models are required to predict the po-
tential relations for each entity pair—according to
all sentences mentioning the pair—during the eval-
uation, as shown in Figure 2. Sentences correlated
with the same entity pair are also named as a bag,
and thus we interchangeably refer to multi-instance
multi-label framework as bag-level framework.

The most popular way to compare DS-RE mod-
els is to plot precision-recall (P-R) curve and cal-
culate the area-under-the-curve (AUC). We also
report micro F1 and macro F1 in our experiments.
Since the numbers of instances for different rela-
tions are extremely imbalanced, macro F1 can bet-
ter demonstrate model performance while avoiding
the bias brought by those major relations.

4.2 Model Details
Sentence-level Training Models are trained in a
sentence-level fashion (as in supervised RE), but
used as a bag-level model during evaluation. As
shown in Figure 2, a typical bag-level model takes
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Model AUC Micro Macro

PCNN+bag+AVG (full) 28.4 35.8 13.3
PCNN+bag+ATT (full) 32.2 39.1 9.5
PCNN+bag+ATT (sample) 31.8 39.6 11.8

Table 3: Comparison between full and sampled bag
training with NYT10 held-out test. For PCNN+bag+
ATT, the sampled bag performs similarly to the full bag,
and it still outperforms PCNN+bag+AVG (full). “Mi-
cro” and “Macro” represent micro and macro F1 (%).

an aggregator to fuse embeddings of all sentences
in the bag, and then feeds the bag-level representa-
tion to the classifier. Here we take two aggregation
strategies: average (AVG), which averages the rep-
resentations of all the sentences in the bag; and
at-least-one (ONE) (Zeng et al., 2015), which first
predicts relation scores for each sentence in the bag,
and then takes the highest score for each relation.

Bag-level Training Directly deploying sentence-
level training for DS-RE suffers from the wrong
labeling problem: one sentence mentioning two
entities may not express its auto-labeled relation.
To alleviate this problem, models can also take
bag-level framework in the training, based on the
expressed-at-least-one assumption (Riedel et al.,
2010): at least one sentence in the bag expresses
the auto-labeled relation. Besides the AVG and
ONE2 strategies mentioned above that can be di-
rectly deployed for bag-level training, Lin et al.
(2016) also propose to use sentence-level attention
(ATT) for aggregation: It produces bag-level repre-
sentation as a weighted average over embeddings
of sentences, and determines weights by attention
scores between sentences and relations.

For our experiments, we take CNN (Liu et al.,
2013), PCNN (Zeng et al., 2015) and BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019) as options of sentence encoders,
which are all common choices for neural RE mod-
els. We evaluate combinations of different sentence
encoders, training policies, and aggregation strate-
gies, e.g., bag-level trained PCNN with ATT aggre-
gator (PCNN+bag+ATT) or sentence-level trained
BERT with ONE aggregator (BERT+sent+ONE).
Besides, we evaluate several representative DS-RE
models from literature, namely RL-DSRE (Qin
et al., 2018), which takes deep reinforcement learn-
ing for denoising training instances, BGWA (Jat

2During training, since we have DS label r for the bag,
we directly take the sentence embedding that has the highest
score for r as the bag-level representation.

et al., 2017), which takes both word-level and
sentence-level attention, and RESIDE (Vashishth
et al., 2018), which introduces side information like
relation aliases to put soft constraints on prediction.

For BERT-based sentence encoder, there are
some practical challenges when adopting bag-level
training: in the worst cases, one bag can contain
thousands of sentences, which are beyond the ca-
pacity of most computing devices due to the large
size of pre-trained models. To address this issue,
we take a random sampling strategy during training:
for each bag, we randomly sample b sentences, in-
stead of taking all of them. For evaluation, we use
the same routine as other non-pre-trained encoders,
taking all of the sentences into account (because
back propagation is not needed here so the bag can
be split into several batches). Since this is differ-
ent from the original bag-level training, we carry
out a pilot experiment to examine the effect of the
sampled training. From Table 3, we can see that
our sampling strategy does not significantly hurt
the performance of the bag-level training.

We also add another variant, BERT-M, in our
evaluation. We observe from the top predictions of
BERT models (Figure 3) that BERT tends to make
false-positive errors for entity pairs that express a
relation in the KG but do not have any sentence
truly expressing the relation in the data, probably
due to that model learns shallow cues solely from
entities. Thus, following Peng et al. (2020), we
mask entity mentions during training and inference
to avoid learning biased heuristics from entities.

5 Experiment

5.1 Implementation Details

We use the OpenNRE toolkit (Han et al., 2019) for
most of our experiments, including both sentence-
level and bag-level training. For CNN and PCNN,
we follow the hyper-parameters of Han et al.
(2019). For BERT, we use pre-trained checkpoint
bert-base-uncased for initialization, take a
batch size of 64, a bag size of 4 and a learning rate
of 2×10−5,3 and train the model for 3 epochs. For
RL-DSRE, RESIDE and BGWA, we directly use
their original implementation.

5.2 Evaluation Settings

We take three different settings in our experiments:

3This is determined by a grid search over batch sizes in
{16, 32, 64} and learning rates in {1e-5, 2e-5, 5e-5}.
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Model Bag Strategy Held-out Bag-level Manual Sentence-level Manual
AUC Micro Macro AUC Micro Macro AUC Micro Macro

CNN - AVG 20.0 30.3 6.5 48.7 50.4 21.3 52.0 53.3 22.1
- ONE 21.2 31.8 7.2 50.5 51.6 19.8 52.0 53.3 22.1

PCNN

- AVG 20.4 30.9 9.0 49.4 51.6 22.6 52.2 54.3 23.2
- ONE 21.4 31.9 7.8 51.1 52.6 23.8 52.2 54.3 23.2

X AVG 28.4 35.8 13.3 52.9 53.6 23.5 56.0 55.9 22.9
X ONE 28.4 36.0 8.0 53.4 54.8 24.5 55.5 56.7 22.2
X ATT 32.2 39.1 9.5 56.8 56.5 25.5 57.1 56.1 23.6

RL-DSRE X - 32.6 39.5 13.4 55.1 55.9 26.4 55.6 56.1 23.9
BGWA X - 31.0 37.4 11.6 47.8 54.0 14.1 42.2 48.9 7.2

RESIDE X - 33.4 40.5 16.9 35.8 43.3 10.2 43.2 47.9 19.8

BERT

- AVG 50.5 51.2 21.6 60.3 62.4 35.3 63.2 64.3 34.1
- ONE 50.5 51.6 21.2 61.3 62.9 36.1 63.2 64.3 34.1

X AVG 43.0 47.4 22.4 56.7 60.4 35.7 60.4 63.9 34.6
X ONE 38.5 46.1 10.9 58.1 61.9 33.9 61.5 65.1 32.1
X ATT 27.8 37.4 13.4 51.2 54.1 25.8 54.2 57.2 26.4

Table 4: Results (%) on NYT10, including the held-out evaluation, bag-level manual evaluation, and sentence-
level manual evaluation. The “bag” column indicates whether the model uses bag-level training, and the “strategy”
column shows the bag aggregation policy. We report the AUC, micro F1 (Micro) and macro F1 (Macro) scores.

Held-out evaluation: We take the test data of
the original DS datasets for evaluation. The trend
of this evaluation should be consistent with the
reported results in most DS-RE literature.

Bag-level manual evaluation: We take our
human-labeled test data for bag-level evaluation.
Since annotated data are at the sentence-level, we
construct bag-level annotations in the following
way: For each bag, if one sentence in the bag has
a human-labeled relation, this bag is labeled with
this relation; if no sentence in the bag is annotated
with any relation, this bag is labeled as N/A.

Sentence-level manual evaluation: As we
wonder how well bag-level-trained models can han-
dle sentence-level predictions, our human-labeled
test set is also used for a sentence-level evaluation.

We report AUC, micro F1 and macro F1 for all
above evaluation settings. We take the best micro
F1 on the P-R curves and use the corresponding
threshold for calculating macro F1. Considering
the difference between NYT10 and Wiki20, we
evaluate models on the two datasets respectively.

5.3 The Results on NYT10
Table 4 shows the main results on NYT10. We also
plot P-R curves of selected models in Appendix B.
Overall, for all three settings, training pre-trained
models in a sentence-level style always perform
the best, while applying bag-level training strate-
gies can significantly boost the performance when
taking other non-pre-trained encoders. Feng et al.
(2018) observe that bag-level training is not helpful
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Figure 3: Comparisons of using bag-level manual test
(solid lines) and corresponding held-out test (dotted
lines). Both absolute and relative scores of models sig-
nificantly change when taking on human-labeled data.

in the sentence-level evaluation, which contradicts
our observation. We suspect that it is because Feng
et al. (2018) only manually check a small propor-
tion of test data, leading to a biased result.

More importantly, by comparing the held-out
test results to the manual ones, we come to the
conclusion that manual evaluation matters: auto-
labeled and human-labeled test data lead to very
different observations. For example, the compar-
isons between PCNN and RL-DSRE, and BGWA
and RESIDE are reversed when taking different
evaluations. Also, the performance gaps between
different models become much smaller when it
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Figure 4: Comparisons of different DS-RE models with
BERT on NYT10 bag-level manual test set.

comes to the manual test. Since our manual test
set is smaller than the original held-out one (be-
cause we did not annotate all N/A sentences), to
make a clearer comparison, we evaluate two se-
lected models on the bag-level manual test set and
on the corresponding instances in the held-out test
set, respectively, and we plot the P-R curves in Fig-
ure 3. It shows that not only the absolute values
of the two measurements differ a lot, but it also af-
fects the relative performances between the models.
For instance, BERT+sent+ONE shows a consider-
able advantage over PCNN+bag+ATT at the top
predictions on the held-out test set, but it is com-
pletely the opposite case at the manual test, where
BERT+sent+ONE is even significantly worse than
PCNN+bag+ATT. It clearly suggests that using the
held-out test set cannot well demonstrate the real
pros and cons of the models.

Compared to others, BGWA and RESIDE suffer
an extreme change in performance between the
held-out and manual evaluations, and we suspect
that it is due to the fact that they use entity types as
extra information, which leads to overfitting biased
heuristics of entities. This further emphasizes the
need of using manually-labeled test data in DS-RE.

After checking the manual results, we further
identify some interesting observations that have not
been clearly demonstrated with the DS evaluation:

Pre-trained Models First of all, BERT-based
models have achieved supreme performance across
all three metrics. To thoroughly examine BERT
and its variants in the DS-RE scenario, we fur-
ther plot their P-R curves with the bag-level man-
ual test in Figure 4. It is surprising to see that

all bag-level training strategies, especially the
ATT strategy which brings significant improve-
ments for PCNN-based models, do not help or
even degenerate the performance with pre-trained
ones. This observation is also consistent with
that in Amin et al. (2020), though they only
compare BERT+bag+AVG and BERT+bag+ATT.
We hypothesize the reasons are that solely us-
ing pre-trained models already makes a strong
baseline, since they exploit more parameters and
they have gained pre-encoded knowledge from pre-
training (Petroni et al., 2019), all of which make
them easier to directly capture relational patterns
from noisy data; and bag-level training, which es-
sentially increases the batch size, may raise the
optimization difficulty for these large models.

Another unexpected observation is that, though
the P-R curve of BERT is far above other models in
the held-out test, we identify a significant drop of
that in the manual test, as shown in Figure 3 and Ap-
pendix B. By manually checking those errors, we
find that most of them are models predicting facts
that exist in the KG but are not supported by the text
(i.e., false-positive). For example, Arthur Schnit-
zler was indeed born in Vienna, but it is wrong for
the model to infer the relation place of birth from
sentence “Authur Schnitzler wrote a story set in Vi-
enna.” We assume that it is not only because of the
prior knowledge of pre-trained models, but is also
due to that BERT can better learn heuristics from
entity themselves, as shown in the study of Peng
et al. (2020) with supervised RE. Considering the
data of DS-RE are noisy and in many cases the text
does not support the labeled facts, this overfitting-
to-heuristic phenomenon can only be more severe.

To verify the assumption and try out a simple
solution to alleviate the problem, we take a BERT-
M variant (as described in §4.2) and show its results
in Figure 4. We can see that the P-R curves of
BERT-M are above those of BERT at the beginning,
demonstrating that BERT-M models have higher
precisions at those top predictions. Later on, since
BERT can extract more facts than BERT-M by fully
utilizing information from entity names, BERT-
M reduces below BERT. From these results, we
highlight that how to handle the false-positives
and denoise DS-RE data for pre-trained models
still remains an open and challenging problem.

Imbalanced Classes Previous works of DS-RE
usually take AUC, micro F1, or P-R curves to mea-
sure the abilities of models, which show the over-
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Figure 5: Micro F1 (%) of different relations on the bag-
level manual test of NYT10. ∗ represents the relation
has less than 20 sentences in the test sets. Numbers in
brackets are numbers of training sentences.

all performance trend averaged on relational facts.
However, the distribution of training instances
across relations is extremely uneven. For example,
in NYT10 , almost half of the positive instances
are /location/location/contains. On
the contrary, half of the relations have fewer than
1, 000 sentences. In this case, macro F1 can bet-
ter show the averaged performance across differ-
ent relations, without being biased by the major-
ity class. Table 4 demonstrates that even though
in most times conclusions of different metrics are
consistent, there are cases when models improve
micro F1 but degenerate macro F1.

To further study how models perform on each
relation, we plot several representative models and
their micro F1 scores for each relation in Figure 5.
We can see that: (1) The top-4 relations, which ac-
count for 80% test instances, do not vary much in
performance with different models, while the differ-
ence of performance takes place mostly outside the

Model Bag Strategy AUC Micro Macro

PCNN

- AVG 74.1 69.1 67.1
- ONE 74.0 69.1 66.9

X AVG 78.1 71.8 69.5
X ONE 76.6 70.3 67.7
X ATT 77.5 71.2 68.6

BERT

- AVG 90.0 83.5 82.9
- ONE 89.8 83.3 82.6

X AVG 89.9 82.7 82.0
X ONE 88.9 81.6 81.1
X ATT 70.9 66.8 64.3

Table 5: Results (%) on Wiki20 of representative mod-
els. “Bag” indicates bag-level training and “Micro” and
“Macro” represent micro and macro F1 respectively.

top-4; (2) Some relations even have zero F1 scores,
mostly because they have very few training or test
sentences. These results further underscore the im-
portance to look into per-relation scores for DS-RE,
and we advocate that later works should include
macro F1 for more comprehensive comparisons.

5.4 The Results on Wiki20

We choose several representative models and fur-
ther evaluate them on Wiki20, as shown in Table 5.
The main observation of results on Wiki20 is con-
sistent with that of NYT10—sentence-level pre-
trained models perform the best, and using bag-
level training helps with non-pre-trained ones—
though the overall performance is much higher. An-
other difference is that, in Wiki20, AVG performs
better than ONE and ATT. We think that it is due
to the inherent difference in how the two datasets
are constructed, especially the difference in the as-
pect of determining N/A sentences. Compared to
NYT10, part of the N/A instances in Wiki20, in-
stead of indicating no relation between the entities,
may correspond to a specific relation that is outside
of the dataset ontology. It suggests that when deal-
ing with N/A instances, considering their latent
semantics, rather than simply treating them as
one abstract class, may further benefit RE models.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we study the problem of test protocols
in DS-RE and build large manually-annotated test
sets for two DS-RE datasets, to enable a more accu-
rate and efficient evaluation. We not only demon-
strate that our manual test sets show different ob-
servations from previous held-out ones, but also
capture some interesting reflections by using the
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manual test, e.g., pre-trained models suffer false-
positives more and bag-level training strategies gen-
erally do not help with pre-trained models.

We hope that our manual test sets can mark a
new starting line for DS-RE, while these obser-
vations can motivate novel research directions to-
wards better DS-RE models, e.g., studying denois-
ing methods for pre-trained models or processing
N/A relations in a more fine-grained way.
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A Relation Ontology Changes of NYT10

/location/country/administrative divisions
/location/administrative division/country
/location/country/capital
(merge) /location/region/capital

/location/fr region/capital
/location/cn province/capital
/location/in state/administrative capital
/location/in state/legislative capital
/location/in state/judicial capital
/location/it region/capital
/location/br state/capital
/location/mx state/capital
/location/province/capital
/location/us state/capital
/location/jp prefecture/capital
/location/de state/capital

/location/us county/county seat
/location/neighborhood/neighborhood of
/location/location/contains
(merge) /business/location

/business/company/locations
/sports/sports team/location
/broadcast/producer/location

/business/company/founders
/business/company/place founded
/business/company/major shareholders
/business/company/advisors
/business/person/company
/people/person/place of birth
/people/person/religion
/people/person/nationality
/people/person/place lived
/people/person/ethnicity
/people/person/children
/people/deceased person/place of death
/people/deceased person/place of burial
/people/ethnicity/geographic distribution
/time/event/locations
/film/film/featured film locations
N/A
(delete) location/country/languages spoken
(delete) base/locations/countries/states provinces within
(delete) business/shopping center owner/shopping centers owned
(delete) business/shopping center/owner
(delete) business/business location/parent company
(delete) business/company advisor/companies advised
(delete) people/profession/people with this profession
(delete) people/person/profession
(delete) people/place of interment/interred here
(delete) people/ethnicity/included in group
(delete) people/family/members
(delete) people/family/country
(delete) broadcast/content/location
(delete) film/film festival/location
(delete) film/film location/featured in films

Table A.1: NYT10 relation ontology. All those relations are from FreeBase. “(merge)” means a merge relation in
our version of NYT10 and it is followed by relations merged from the original dataset. “(delete)” indicates that
this relation is discarded in our version because there are no instances in the training or the test sets.
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B P-R Curves for NYT10
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Figure B.1: P-R curves of representative models in held-out test, bag-level manual test and sentence-level manual
test of NYT10. Note that the scales of X-axis are not the same in the three figures.


